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We will take a look to traditional query proessing before examinate queryoperators in the ontext of DSMS.
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Traditional Query ProessingQuery ProessorThe QP is the group the omponents of a DBMS that turns user queries anddata-modi�ation ommands into a sequene of operations on the databaseand exeutes those operations. There are three broads steps that the queryproessor must take:The query is parsed, that is, turned into a parse tree representing thestruture of the query in a useful way.The parse tree is onverted to an initial query plan (Query rewrite)referred as logial query plan whih is expeted to require less time toexeute.The logial query plan must be turned into a physial query plan, whihindiates not only the operations performed, but the order in whih theyare performed,the algorithms used to perform eah step, and the ways inwhih the data is obtained and data is passed from one operation toanother.W. PALMA DSMSs 3 / 21



Traditional Query Proessing
Query ProessorTo selet the best query plan the query proessor must deide:Whih of the algebraially equivalents forms of a query leads to the moste�ient algorithm for answering the query.?What algorithm should we use to implement eah operation?How the operations pass data from one to the other? pipelined fashion,main memory bu�ers or via the disk.
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Traditional Query Proessing
Physial Query Plan OperatorsPhysial query plans are built from operators, eah of whih implementsone step of the plan.The physial operators are partiular implementations for one of theoperators of relational algebra.However, there are physial operators for other tasks that do not involvean operator of relational algebra, e.g., table san and index san
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Traditional Query Proessing
Physial Query Plan Operators-sort-sanA query ould inlude an ORDER BY lause.The operator sort-san takes a relation R and a spei�ation of theattributes on whih the sort is to be made, and produes R in that sortedorder. There are several ways to implement sort-san:If R is stored as an sorted indexed sequential �le → san the index.If R is small enough to �t in main memory → main memory sortingalgorithm.If R is too large to �t in main memory→ multiway merging algorithm.
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Traditional Query Proessing- External SortingWhen a olletion of reords is too large to �t in main memory, the onlypratial way to sort it is to read some reords from disk, do somerearranging, then write them bak to disk. This proess is repeated until the�le is sorted, with eah reord read perhaps many timesIn a two-way external mergesort we need 3 main memory bu�ers.
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Traditional Query Proessing- External SortingEah pass we read/write the N pagesof the �le.The number of steps is 1 + log2N .Total ost of I/Os is 2N(1 + log2N),and the order of magnitude is
O(Nlog2N).What if we have B bu�ers?
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Traditional Query Proessing- External Sorting

Eah pass we read/write the N pages of the �le.In the �rst pass we write N/B runs.The number of steps is 1 + logB−1N/B.Total ost of I/Os is 2N(1 + logB−1N/B), and the order of magnitude is
O(NlogB−1N).W. PALMA DSMSs 9 / 21



Traditional Query Proessing- External Sorting
ProblemSuppose we have a �le of 10000 pages and a disk with an average seek time of10ms, average rotational delay of 5ms, and a transfer time of 1ms for a page.You are given 64 bu�er pages and asked to sort the 10000 pages �le. Find theost of the following operations:Case 1: 63 input bu�ers of 1 page eah and 1 output bu�er page.Case 2: 3 input bu�ers of 16 pages eah and 1 output bu�er of 16 pages.Case 3: 13 input bu�ers of 4 pages eah and 1 ouput bu�er of 12 pages.
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Traditional Query Proessing
IteratorsConeptually, a query operator an be thought of as a funtion thatonsumes input data, stores some state, performs omputation, modi�esthe state and output results.Using iterators tuples pass between operators as needed. Thus, tuplesprodued by one operator are passed diretly to the next operators thatuses it, whitout ever storing the intermediate tuples on disk. Thisapproah is alled pipelining.An iterator is implemented overloading the following methods: Open(),GetNext() and Close().
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Traditional Query Proessing
The Join Operator - Tuple-Based Nested-Loop Join Alg.For eah tuple s in S doFor eah tuple r in R doif r and s join to make a tuple t thenoutput t;
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Traditional Query ProessingThe Join Operator - Iterator for Tuple-Based Nested-Loop JoinOpen(R,S){R.Open();S.Open();}GetNext(R,S){REPEAT{r:= R.GetNext();IF (NOT Found){R.Close();s:=S.GetNext();IF (NOT Found) Return;R.Open();r:=R.getNext();}}UNTIL (r and s join);RETURN the join of r and s;}W. PALMA DSMSs 13 / 21



Traditional Query Proessing
The Join Operator - Iterator for Tuple-Based Nested-Loop JoinClose(R,S){R.Close();S.Close();}
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Traditional Query Proessing-The Join Ordering Problem
Join orderingWe know that A ⊲⊳ B = B ⊲⊳ A but the ost is often di�erentObjetive: hoose order whih minimizes the sum of the sizes ofintermediate results.Naïve approah: n! ombinations.As the number of joins inreases, the number of alternative plans growsrapidly; we need to restrit the searh spae.Finding the optimal join ordering is an NP-hard problem.
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Traditional Query Proessing-The Join Ordering Problem
Queries an be haraterized by their query graph 1

1Extrated from Building Query Compilers, Guido MoerkotteW. PALMA DSMSs 16 / 21



Traditional Query Proessing-The Join Ordering Problem
A join tree is a binary tree where:leaf nodes are the relationsinner nodes are joins (and possibly ross produts).The edges represent the input/output relationship.The most important lasses of join trees are: left-deep trees, right-deeptrees, zig-zag trees, and bushy trees.Choosing the shape of the join tree is equivalent to parenthesize n-wayjoins.How we an alulate the number of ways of parenthesize n-way joins.?
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Traditional Query Proessing-The Join Ordering Problem
Queries onsideredConjuntive queries: its where lause is omposed of a onjuntion ofsimple prediates.A simple prediate is of the form ǫ1θǫ2, where θ ∈ {=, 6=, >, <,≥,≤}Generally, the algorithms onsider prediates of the form A = B, suhjoins are alled equi-joins.
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Traditional Query Proessing-The Join Ordering ProblemCost funtionA ost funtion is used in order to judge the quality of join trees.Join ordering �nds among all equivalent join trees the join tree withlowest assoiated osts.Intermediate results an be estimated using
fi,j =

|Ri ⊲⊳pi,j
Rj |

|Ri| × |Rj |

fi,j represents the perentage of tuples in the Cartesian Produt that�survive� the prediate pi,j

fi,j is assumed to be given as input to the join ordering algorithm.W. PALMA DSMSs 19 / 21



Traditional Query Proessing-The Join Ordering ProblemWe an obtain the ardinality estimation of a join tree applying:
|T | =

{

|Ri| if T is a leaf Ri

(
∏

Ri∈T1,Rj∈T2
fi,j)|T1||T2| if T = T1 ⊲⊳ T2Given a join tree T , the ost funtion Cout is de�ned as:

Cout(T ) =

{

0 if T is a single relation
|T | + Cout(T1) + Cout(T2) if T = T1 ⊲⊳ T2Considering: |R1| = 10,|R2| = 100,|R3| = 1000,f1,2 = 0.1,f2,3 = 0.2 andassume fi,j = 1 for all other ombinations.(a) (R1 ⊲⊳ R2) ⊲⊳ R3?(b) (R2 ⊲⊳ R3) ⊲⊳ R1?() (R1 ⊲⊳ R3) ⊲⊳ R2?W. PALMA DSMSs 20 / 21



Traditional Query Proessing-The Join Ordering Problem
The optimal join ordering an be found by means of dynamiprogramming when the number of relations is small (the worst aserunning time is O(2N )).Otherwise, in order to provide aeptable join orderings heuristi andrandomized algorithms an be used.
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